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FOREWORD
The LOCDOK Users Manual was prepared for the
Aero-Astrionics Laboratory, Marshall Space
Flight Center, by Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company under Contract Number NAS8-29747.
LOCDOK, prepared under the direction of Mr.
Mario H. Rheinfurth, Principal COR and Mr.
Homer C. Pack, computer-simulates the dynamics
of automatic docking and the operations of the
Space Tug performing this type of mission.
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Section 1
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1.1 PURPOSE AND THEDRY
This manual contains the information required to run LOCDOK.
For the user who finds it mandatory to set up a run of LOCDOK before doing
an in-depth study of the program, it is recommended that he give study to
Section 2, Usage Information, and to Appendix A, LOCDOK Input Dictionary.
The basic information given in these two sections is sufficient to set up
a run. If problems occur, the program input should be checked first. If
the input is correct and the problem persists, it is possible that the run
has imposed an unknown constraint on the program. To track down this con-
straint, the user must now expand his study of this manual and should peruse
Section 1, Technical Information, or, for greater depth, make use of per-
tinent documents listed in Section 3, References.
Section 1 is composed of four subsections which will help the user in correcting




o Univac 1108 cross reference listing
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1.2 MATHEMATICAL/NONMATHEMATICAL MODEL
See References, Section 3.
1.3 COMPUTER CONFIGURATION
1.3.1 Hardware Information
The hardware requirements for the Univac 1108 computer is defined in Section
2.1 of this manual.
1.3.2 Coding Information
The program was coded in Fortran V, using a standard systems library.
LOCDOK has two packages which are "system peculiar'. They are as follows:
o The plot package, because of its use of NTRAN on the Univac
110o8.
o The input package because of its character interrogation and
conversion.
1.3.2.1 Program Elements
Table 1-1 contains a cross reference of the elements in the Univac 1108
version of LOCDOK.
1.3.2.2 System Subroutines
Table 1-2 lists all system subroutines used by the Univac 1108 version of
LOCDOK.
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1.4 SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTIONS
This section contains narrative descriptions, in alphabetical order, of each
of the subroutines used by the Univac 1108.
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1. ACQ
Subroutine ACQ generates data to enable pointing of the ranging sensor at
the payload prior to acquisition and lock-on. Ten sets of range, angles, and
time are provided: 5 sets prior to nominal acquisition range,
1 set at nominal acquisition range, and
4 sets between nominal acquisition range, and
the calculated time of nearest approach. At nominal acquisition range, state
vectors for tug and payload are generated and outputted for the start of the
rest of the program.
2. ADREL
Subroutine ADREL computes kinematic variables such as range, range rate,
and two angular rotation rates; and tabulates the transformation from
inertial to tracker coordinate systems for the proportional guidance simu-
lation.
3. ATUDE
Subroutine ATUDE simulates the detailed attitude control system, vehicle
body rates, and the transformation from the body frame to the inertial
frame. The following parameters are included in the detailed attitude
control system:
o Rate and position gains
o Torque saturation and deadband
o Torque lab
o Control moment
o Moments of inertia
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 4.
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4. AVDATA
Subroutine AVDATA presets to the value shown in the input dictionary all
data to be input to the LOCDOK program.
5. AVDATM
Subroutine AVDATM is used to operate program in metric units. It calls AVDATA
and then converts dimensional quantities (speed, distance, force, and mass)
to metric units.
6z AvmiTOA
AVION1 is the driver for the 1108 version.
7. AVION2
From AVION2 all data are input, and the SC-4020 plot tape is made. The
functions performed by this subroutine are specified by input data.
8. AVION3
AVION3 controls all engineering calculations.
9. BHW
Subroutine BHW calculates the transformation from an inertial system to the
orbital system. Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 2.
10. BLOCK1
Subroutine BLOCK1 contains as preset data statements the labels of the curves
generated by the LOCDOK plot package.
11. BURNP
Subroutine BURNP calculates the trajectories of the Tug, the payload, and the
tug-centered relative motion.
Additional documentation may be found in Ref. 4.
12. CARDS
Subroutine CARDS stores plot package input data, which input cards have
preset or over-read into the I block of blank common input data, in properly
labeled common blocks for use by the plot package.
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13. CMAND
Subroutine CMAND calculates the engine switching logic for commanding the
thrust of the engines. The subroutine also calculates the vehicle thrusting
direction.
14. CROSS
Subroutine CROSS calculates the double-precision cross product between two
double precision input vectors:
(where vectors AV and BV are inputs and vector DV is an output.)
15. CROSSP
Subroutine CROSSP calculates the cross product between two single precision
vectors:
DSPV = ASPV x BSPV
(where vectors ASPV and BSPV are inputs and vector DSPV is an output).
16. CRS2
Subroutine CRS2 selects a final position (R ) to be reached in fast-transfer-S
to-an-axis and docking maneuvers in the terminal rendezvous maneuver pro-
gramming.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 4
17. CURE
In terminal rendezvous maneuvers, tracking data must ensure that a point-to-
point transfer can be commanded with good accuracy. Subroutine CURE performs
an approximate test on the tracking data-taking rate input and controls the
spacing of the given number of data points chosen. Details of this logic
are presented in Ref. 5.
18. DAN
Subroutine DAN converts the inertial position and velocity of a satellite
to a set of instantaneous orbit elements. If the second and all higher
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18. DAN (Cont.)
zonal harmonics of earth's gravitational field are assumed to be zero, then
the instantaneous orbit elements are keplerian orbit elements.
Source equations are given in Ref. 2.
19. DELTAS
Subroutine DELTAS calculates the orbit element increments required to convert
from mean orbit elements to instantaneous orbit elements or from instantaneous
orbit elements to mean orbit elements.
20. DOCK
Subroutine DOCK controls the computations needed to transfer the Tug to a
given docking axis of the payload, take the Tug down the docking axis to a
given standoff range, and, finally, to impart a given docking velocity to
the docking maneuver. Actual fast transfer computations are performed else-
where by subroutine FATPT.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 4.
21. DOT
Subroutine DOT calculates the double-precision dot product of two double
precision input vectors:
C =AV o BV
22. DOTSP
Subroutine DOTSP calculates the single-precision dot product of two single-
precision input vectors:
CSP = ASPV o BSPV
23. ELCON
Subroutine ELCON converts from instantaneous to mean orbit elements, or from
mean to instantaneous orbit elements. It also calculates the constants
required by GOLD2 to move the mean orbit elements either forward or backward
in time.
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Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 2.
24. EXEc4
Subroutine EXECh is the executive driver of the proportional guidance section
It initializes certain program variables and resets others based on input
information in blank common.
EXECh is also responsible for the termination of the proportional guidance
mission. Additional documentation is provided in Ref. h.
25. FATAX2
Subroutine FATAX2 is the executive driver for the fast-transfer-to-an-axis
maneuver.
Source equations and logic are given in Ref. 4.
26. FATPT
Subroutine FATPT contains the executive logic for the gross correction,
intermediate corrections, and final corrections of the fast transfer maneuver.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 4.
27. FINCR
In terminal rendezvous maneuvers intended to end with zero relative motion
between payload and tug, a small separate subroutine was devised to command a burn
equal to and opposite the prevailing relative velocities. Subroutine FINCR
provides the necessary calculations.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 4.
28. FINISH
Subroutine FINISH and subroutine INTEG comprise the Runge-Kutta integration
package used in LOCDOK.
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29. FITDAT
Subroutine FITDAT performs linear data fitting or smoothing by accumulation.
Additional information may be found in Ref. 4.
30. FLD
Subroutine FLD is used to relay arguments to the 1108 system GETPUT routine.
Its calling sequence is:
Call FLD (XX, II, JJ, KK, YY)
where
XX = word to which bits will be transferred
II = bit number to start storing bits in XX
JJ = number of bits transferred
KK = bit number to start taking bits from YY
YY= word from which bits are transferred
The local variables for this subroutine are as follows:
I = first bit position of bits of 1108 word to be transferred
J = last bit position of bits of 1108 word to be transferred
K = first bit position of 1108 word where bits are to be stored
L = last bit position of 1108 word where bits are to be stored
31. GATHR
Subroutine GATHR incorporates filtering (from the guidance filters other than
the Kalman) noise, bias, and resolution to the uncorrupted data.
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Additional documentation is presented in Ref. 4.
32. GAUSS
Subroutine GAUSS generates the corruption due to noise that will be added to
the data in subroutine GATHR. Eight sepate range-dependent, colored-noise
generators contained in GAUSS are used to corrupt sensor data.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 4.
33. GCORR
Subroutine GCORR computes an engine burn that would start the Tug toward a
desired final position allowing for displacement while thrusting. This sub-
routine is one of the key elements of the new "fast-transfer-to-a-point" logic.
34. GCRV
Subroutine GCRV is used in the data taking and fitting scheme where it performs
a linear extrapolation of the position and velocity of the Tug in payload
orbital coordinates, over a time interval specified in the subroutine.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 4.
35. GOLD2
Subroutine GOLD2 advances the close-form mean orbit elements by some increment
of time.
36. GUESS
Subroutine GUESS performs a preliminary estimate of the advanced mean anomaly.
This estimate is then refined by GOLD2 for mean orbit elements.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 2.
37. HEST
Subroutine HEST performs Kalman filtering by use of equations appearing in
Ref. 11.
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38. INPUT
Subroutine INPUT reads input cards in alphanumeric format. It interprets the
letter (A through Z) in the first column of a card to determine the location in
blank Common which corresponds to the first location of the data block in which
the control data are stored. INPUT then interprets the next field on the card.
This field gives the relative address (within the data block specified in the
preceding field) of the first word of the control data in the free-format
field (columns 9 through 80). At this point, INPUT calls subroutine NIPS to
interpret the free-format portion of the control card and store the information
in the proper common location. The interpreted card is then printed out and
the next card is read.
The calling sequence of INPUT has only one argument, NBA, which is returned to
the calling routine to indicate whether another card other than an END card
follows in a set. All other local variables used by INPUT are described in Ref.
5.
39. TNTO
Subroutine INTCR performs midcourse guidance computations in fast-transfer-to-
a-point maneuvers in LOCDOK. The present coding differs from that originated
by ITTRI in Ref. 4 in that it is assumed that the duration of the burn at the
end of the fast transfer may be long and non-negligible.
INTCR is based on the equations and logic presented in Ref. 5.
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4o. INTEG
Subroutine INTEG and subroutine FINISH comprise the Runge-Kutta integration pac
package.
41. INVERS
Subroutine INVERS inverts an N-by-N matrix and restores the inverted matrix to
the locations of the input matrix.
42. JAKE
Subroutine JAKE is called to initialize certain integration constants for INTEG.
It must be called every time one of these constants is changed.
43. JUMBO
Subprogram JUMBO is the driver which controls both the terminal maneuver and
the proportional guidance sections of LOCKOK.
44. KEPLER
Subroutine KEPLER, when given a value of simulation time and a set of orbital
elements, computes payload and/or Tug position and velocity vectors in the
earth-centered inertial coordinates.
The computations are performed in double precision by Newton-Raphson interation
or Kepler's Equation for the eccentric anomally.
When the integer argument is 1, the tug position and velocity are computed; when
the argument is 2, the payload position and velocity are computed and, when the
argument is 3, the positions and velocities of both are computed.
45. KMAN
Subroutine KMAN is the link between the Kalman filter in subroutine HEST and
the rest of the program. It receives corrupted measurements, generates nominal
values of the measurements, forms the residuals. generates the transistion
matrix, the data weighting matrix, calls HEST, and links the output of HEST to
the rest of the program.
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46. LBTRC
Subroutine LBTRC drives the routine that labels the curves on the SC-4020 plots.
This subroutine is part of the plot package. Additional information is provided
in Ref. 5.
47. LIMITS
Subroutine LIMITS searches the input data tape to find the maximum and minimum
of all the parameters to be plotted.
This subroutine is part of the plot package. Additional documentation is provided
in Ref. 5.
48. MATCMP
Subroutine MATCMP, given an initial position and velocity vector, computes the
orbital coordinate transformation matrix in double precision. The first two
arguments of the calling sequence are the position and velocity vectors, res-
pectively. The third argument is a 3-by-3 array containing the transformation
matrix.
Additional information is provided in Ref. 4.
49. MPFIX
MPFIX modifies the scale factors calculated by the plotting routines. The
scale factors are rounded down to the nearest 1 x 10 n , 2 x 10n , or 5 x 10n
where n is a positive integer.
50. MTXA
Subroutine MTXA takes the product of a transposed double-precision matrix (first
argument) by a double-precision vector (second argument). The double-precision
result is returned as the third argument.
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51. MTXASP
Subroutine MTXASP takes the product of a transposed single precision matrix
(first argument) by a single precision vector (second argument). The single
precision result is returned as the third argument.
52. MXA
Subroutine MXA takes the product of a double-precision matrix (first argument)
by a double-precision vector (second argument). The double-precision vector
result is returned as the third argument.
53. MXASP
Subroutine MXASP takes the product of a single-precision matrix (first argument)
by a single-precision vector (second argument). The single-precision result is
returned as the third argument.
5h. NAD
Subroutine NAD converts a set of instantaneous orbit elements to an inertial
state vector.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 2.
55. NIPS
Subroutine NIPS interprets an arroy of field data words read from the input
control cards and stores the information into blank common.
NIPS sets up a code (ITABLE) for each of the field data codes it recognizes
out of all of the 1108 field data codes. Each six-bit portion of each word in
the array is then interpreted with each nonpermissible character treated as a
blank. A character string is built up of the interpreted characters, which is
terminated when a blank is reached. The string is built into a meaningful
computer word (or words) as it is being interpreted.
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Variable N keeps track of the operation, i.e., whether a floating point number,
octal number, E-format number, etc., is being interpreted. Variable K keeps
track of which one of the acceptable characters is being operated on.
The calling sequence of subroutine NIPS is:
Call NIPS (A, NK, X, I)
where
A = array of field data characters to be interpreted
NK = on entry, the number of field data characters to be interpreted;
on return, number of interpreted words stored
X = array to be loaded with interpreted words
I = first word of X which is to be loaded with first word
interpreted from A
56. NOISE
Subroutine NOISE generates the discrete colored-noise that is added to azimuth,
and elevation data in all portions of the simulation. The integer argument of
the entry point, NOISE, may have a value from 1 through 6. When the argument
is 1 or 5, the noise constants and the noise generators are initialized for
slow data taking. When the argument is 2, the noise generators are auto-
correlated over the fixed time interval dictated by the data acquisition process.
When the argument is 3 or h, the generators are auto-correlated in accordance
with a fixed time interval or the time interval between data groups. When the
argument is 6, the noise is not colored.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. h.
57. ORBITA
Subroutine ORBITA computes in double precision the orbital elements of the Tug
and/or payload orbit, given the position and velocity vectors in earth-centered
inertial coordinates. The integer argument of the entry point, ORBITA, may have
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the values, 1 through 3. If 1, orbital elements are computed for the inter-
ceptor; if 2, the elements are computed for the target; and if 3, orbital
elements for both are computed.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 4.
58. OUTPT3
Subroutine OUTPT3 performs its output function for most of the output data
generated during the execution of LOCKOK.
59. OVERLP
Subroutine OVERLP searches the data input tape to set up table of first-and
last-time values in each of the data files for plotting.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 5.
60. PATCH
Subroutine PATCH enables the operator to input initial values for nearest
approach conditions, runs them back to acquisition range, and supplies these
starting points to EXEC4 for proportional guidance. PATCH is not used in the
docking coding.
61. PCOMP
Subroutine PCOMP computes six orbital constants required for the iterative
solution of Kepler's equation for either the Tug or payload. If the integer
argument is 1, the Tug orbital constants are computed; and if 2, the payload
orbital constants are computed. This subroutine is called by ORBITA.
62. PLOTOP
Subroutine PLOTOP is the executive routine of the LOCDOK Plot Package, which
reads and plots data from the LOCKOK data tape. The subroutine has the capabil-
ity of performing mathematical manipulations on the plot variables. The
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manipulated variable may be either on the abscissa (V x) or the ordinate (V ).
x y
The second variable may be an input constant. Listed below are four examples of
the specified manipulations.
V = V + V or V =V + V
x xl x2 y yl y2
V = Vx- Vx2 or V V - V 2x xl x2 y yl y2
V = V *V or V = V * V
V = V / v2  or Vy = V / Vy2
The capability to search the data tape for the proper variables is coded. The
Plot Package will operate without the excution of any other program segment of
LOCKOK. All graphs are fully annotated and the capability for handling a
segmented program is incorporated.
The data to be plotted must be contained on one or more seven-track magnetic
tapes. (See Para. 2.5.1.2 for format description.) Successive reels of input
tape must be assigned to successive logical units. For example, Tape 1 is
assigned to logical Unit 25, Tape 2 to logical Unit 26, etc.
This subroutine is the main driver of the LOCKOK Plot Package. Additional
information on the Plot Package is provided in Ref. 5 and 10.
63. PLTPG
Subroutine PLTPG generates a 32 cell data array required by subroutine WRIDAT
as input. This array contains time and any of the 32 other data quantities
specified in the LOCKOK dictionary that are calculated. If a data quantity is
not calculated it is set to 1.0E-35.
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64. RANDM
This subroutine is the random number generator used by LOCDOK.
65. READT
Subroutine READT in the 1108 xersion uses NTRAN to read the input data tape.
This subroutine is part of the LOCDOK Plot Package. Additional documentation
is provided in Ref. 5.
66. RELKIN
Subroutine RELKIN computes the relative kinematic and tracking function variables.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. h.
67. RELK2
Relative knematic and tracking function variables are computed in this sub-
routine.
This subroutine is a shortened version of RELKIN.
68. RETRO2
Subroutine RETRO2 computes the propellant required to abort and re-dock from
the test point, RD . The equations coded are developed in Ref. 11.
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69. ROTMT
Subroutine ROTMT computes the rotational transformation matrix from the four
component Euler parameter vector as required by the detailed attitude control
simulation. This matrix is the transformation from inertial to vehicle body
frames.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 4.
70. RVTOC
Subroutine RVTOC computes the Tug position and velocity vectors in the payload
orbital coordinate system and the payload position and velocity vectors in the
tug orbital coordinate system.
71. RVTOC2
Subroutine RVTOC2 computes the Tug position and velocity vectors in the payload
orbital coordinate system and the position and velocity vectors in the intercep-
tor orbital coordinate system.
72. SCLGRD
Subroutine SCLGRD writes out the plot title, the plot grid, and the plot scaling
onto SC-4020 plot output tape.
This subroutine is part of the LOCDOK Plot Package. Additional information is
provided in Ref. 5.
73. SETUP?
Subroutine SETUPP sets tp the required switching constants that indicate the
number of parameters to be plotted, the desired mathematical manipulations to
be performed, and the desired scale factors to be used.
Additional information is available in Ref. 5.
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74. SUPER
Subroutine SUPER performs data-taking-and-fitting or adds a burn to the
trajectory of the tug. With CONDEV(I)=0.0, subroutine SUPER adjusts the data
taking rate to match the input integration step size and calls for either linear
data fitting (smoothing by accumulation) or Kalman filtering. With CONDEV(I) =
0.0 subroutine adjusts burn durations to be compatible with the input intregra-
tion step size. In either CONDEV mode, the equations of motion are integrated
numerically by calling CMAND. Outputs from SUPER include smoothed sensor data
and new state vectors (burns added).
75. TAN2PI
Subroutine TAN2PI finds the tangent of X/Y where X and Y are inputs. The angle
that is output is between 0 and 21T .
76. TERMEX
Subroutine TERMEX is the driver for the teriinal maneuvers section of LOCOK.
77. TESTER
Subroutine TESTER receives the current and desired values of position, velocity,
and attitude of the tug relative to the payload, along with input values of the
docking tolerances. It compares differences of position, velocity, and
attitude with the tolerances at the abort range, judges the accuracy, and writes
appropriate comments.
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78. TIGHT
Subroutine TIGHT performs the following update function: In the fast-transfer-
to-a-point maneuver logic, a 3 by 3 matrix is generated that relates conven-
tional in-track, radial, cross-track position differences to a system with one
axis aligned with a straight line drawn between a selected final position and
the current position. Two orthogonal axes are perpendicular to this first axis.
It is desirable to update this 3 by 3 matrix during the guidance interations
because the selected final position is shifted.
79. WHIZ
Subroutine WHIZ is a general-purpose subroutine which advances a given state
vector forward or backward for a given amount of time to generate a second state
vector. The coding is based on the "RIGHT1" general-purpose program of Ref. 2.
80. WRIDAT
Subroutine WRIDAT is the driver for the package which generates the data output
tape. This tape contdns the time-history information to be plotted. WRIDAT,
along with subroutine WRIT25 which is calls, is allocated the resident segment
in core so that it may be called by any of the overlayed segments wishing to
access it.
Additional documentation is provided in Ref. 5.
81. WRIT25
Subroutine WRIT25, driven by WRIDAT, outputs the LOCKOK program data values to
seven-track magnetic tape.LU UJ
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The minimum capability and equipment required to execute LOCDOK are:
o 177,777 octal words of core
o Line printer, if direct print out is required
o Tape units:
- Data tape to generate a plot tape - this tape is
generated by option
- Plot tape for SC-4020 plotter - this tape is generated
only if 4020 plots are required
2.2 REQUIRED SOFTWARE
Narratives for all subroutine elements and functions of LOCDOK are shown in
Section 1.4. The Univac 1108 system and library functions are listed in
Table 1-2.
2.3 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
2.3.1 Primary (Core) Storage
Required core storage capacity for execution is 62,782 decimal words.
2.3.2 Secondary (Auxiliary) Storage
The secondary storage required is in the form of the data tapes which are used
to store information required by the plot package to generate the SC-4020
plot tape, and this plot tape itself. This latter tape is used by the 4020
plotter to generate hardcopy.
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2.4 PROGRAM OPTIONS




Inputs Ah, AS, and A6 (see LOCDOK Input Dictionary, Appendix A) are the
controls for the LOCDOK program options. Other program options are defined
in the LOCDOK Input Dictionary.
If input A6 is greater than zero, the plot option is requested. If A6 is
less than zero, the case being generated is the last case on the data tape.
This data tape is generated if input A5 is a valid number.
2.5 DATA AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
2.5.1 Input
The LOCDOK program has a set of preset data which may be changed by input
cards (see LOCDOK Input Dictionary - Appendix A - for preset values.) In
addition, to card-input the plot package requires a magnetic tape contain-
ing a time history of the data to be plotted.
2.5.1.1 Input Control and Data Cards
The LOCDOK Input Dictionary (Appendix A) describes all options that are to
be free-field formatted for input. On each input card, there are four
fields as shown below:
Card Type
Field Columns Field Purpose of Field
1 1 Fixed Input block identifier
2 2-5 Free Relative location in the specified
input block
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2.5.1.1 (Continued):
Card Type
Field Columns Field Purpose of Field
3 6-8 Fixed Special designators
4 9-80 Free Input data
The input data block identifier (a letter from A to Z) is entered into
field 1, and corresponds to the input data block in which the information
in field 4 is to be enetered. Field 2 gives the relative position within
the input data blocks, specified by field 1, in which the first entry in
field 4 is to be stored. Field 3 is for special control input. Entries
to it are as follows:
o END - tells the program that all the data for the case
have been input, and to proceed with the
processing.
o FIN - tells the program that there will be no more
processing, and a call to EXIT is processed.
o ENP - processes a call to EOFTV, and then continues
reading data until either an END or a FIN card
is read.
Field 4 is the free field in which the data are to be specified. Since
the input blocks are initialized to the preset value listed in the Diction-
ary, only the data which the user desires to change must be read in. The
type of input (integer, real, alphameric) is indicated by the type of the
preset value given.
Field 1 may be left blank; if so, the relative address (field 2 is assumed
to reference the input block named in the previous card. If field 2 is
also left blank., the first entry in field 4 is assumed to be referenced to
the relative address immediately following the relative address of the last
entry on the previous card. Each entry into input initializes field 1 to
Code A.
Within the data field (field 4), several different types of entries may
be made. Since not all of the data will be numbers, and since the free-
field format input references specific computer words in core storage, other
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"input directives" are available to facilitate the loading of the input
data. A list of "input directives" available to the user follows:
Directive Usage
B Denotes that the immediately following number (no blanks)
is an octal entry. The number usually will be 12 digits
in length for the Univac 1108.
E Denotes that the immediately preceding number (no blanks)
is to be multiplied by ten (10.0) to the power
immediately following (no blanks) the E (i.e., E format).
H Denotes that the immediately following alphameric
character string of the length given by the immediately
preceding integer number (no blanks) is to be loaded as
a hollerith field would be.
R Directs the repeated loading of the most recently loaded
entry in field 4. The integer number immediately following
(no blanks) this directive designates the number of words
to be consecutively loaded with the same entry as the most
recently loaded value.
S Directs the loading routine to skip over the next k words
in the loading process, where k is the integer number
immediately following (no blanks) this directive.
W Same as H directive except that the immediately preceding
integer number (no blanks) denotes the number of words (6
characters each for the Univac 1108) to be loaded.
( ) Denotes that the information enclosed within the parentheses
is not to be considered as data to be loaded, but only a
comment.
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Examples of an input control card illustrating the above directives are
shown in Fig. 2-1. The result of these three cards are shown in Table 2-1
for the I block.
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Fig. 2-1 Data Input Card Format
Table 2-1
I BLOCK CHANGES FROM DICTIONARY DUE TO INPUT
OF DATA INPUT CARD FOEMAT ( a)
Relative Address Before Input After Input
I 1 1 1
I 2 9 9
I 3 25 17
I 4 1 3
I 5 0.0 95.
I 6 100. 120.
I 7 0.0 0.0
I 8-12 1 1
I 19 1 1
I 20 2 8
I 21 0 9
I 22 0 10
I 57 bTITLE(b)
I 58 OF bPL
I 59 OTbbbbbbb
I 60-68 (all blanks)
(a) See Fig. 2-1
(b) Subscript b denotes a blank or.space
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2.5.1.2 Magnetic Tape Formats
The program inputs to the plot package via one or more magnetic tapes
generated by the WRIDAT and WRIT25 subroutines. The tape consists of n
data files, each file having one code record in the beginning and m data
records. The code record has 10 data words of which only the first five
are used to store information. The first three words are integers while
the next two are real numbers. Word 1 is a number which represents the
section of program which generated the data file; word 2 is the case number
presently being processed; word 3 is the number of the file; word 4 is time;
and word 5 is a very large number that must be greater than the maximum time
of the case (presently set by program to 1.0520). Each subsequent record
of the file contains 10 sets of the 35 different data quantities outputted
by the program (see LOCDOK Input Dictionary, Appendix A). The last file on
the tape has two end-of-files following it.
Each tape contains any number of files. Each file contains flags and data
for one type of output, and any number of records.
The first physical record of each file will consist of ten words:
Word Contents
1 Type of data flag (integer)
ID 2 Case number (integer)
record
(record ) 3 File number
(record 1)
4 Time of first sample of this file
6-10 Currently unused
All physical records in a file after the ID record contain a maximum of 350
words, or ten data sets (time and 31 dependent parameters).* The last data
record in a file may contain fewer than ten data sets.
Each file is ended by an end-of-file mark. If the tape is written on more
than one reel, an end-of-file is written, and a five-word flag record
immediately follows the end-of-tape mark. The format of the flag record
* The descriptions of the 32 parameters are given in Table 2-2.
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is as follows:
1 REEL
2 Integer reel number (1, 2, ... )
FLAG
record 3 Number files reel
4-5 Zero
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Table 2-2
INPUT PARAMETERS LOCATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS
Location Description
1 Time (sec)
2 Slant Range (ft) (M)
3 Range R te (ft/sec) (M/sec)
4 Elevation (deg) (rad)
5 Azimuth (deg) (rad)
6 LOS Rate Elevation (deg/sec) (rad/sec)
7 LOS Rate Azimuth (deg/sec) (rad/sec)
8 IT Range (ft) (M)
9 CT Range (ft) (M)
10 RAD Range (ft) (M)
11 IT Velocity (ft/sec) (M/sec)
12 CT Velocity (ft/sec) (M/sec)
13 RAD Velocity (ft/sec) (M/sec)
14 Total Impulse, Remaining Main Tank
16 Total Impulse, Ramaining, APSTANK
17 Total Impulse, Attitude Control Subsystem
18 Vehicle Pitch Attitude (deg) (rad)
19 Vehicle Yaw Pttitude (deg) (rad)
20 Vehicle Roll Attitude (deg) (rad)
21 Vehicle Pitch Rate (deg/sec) (rad/sec)
22 Vehicle Yaw Rate (deg/sec) (rad/sec)
23 Vehicle Roll Rate (deg/sec) (rad/sec)
24 X, in Earth-Centered Coordinate System (ft) (M)
25 Y, in Earth-Centered Coordinate System (ft) (M)
26 Z, in Earth-Centered Coordinate System (ft) (M)
27 X-rate Earth-Centered Coordinate System (ft/sec)(M/sec)
28 Y-rate Earth-Centered Coordinate System (ft/sec) (M/sec)
29 Z-rate Earth-Centered Coordinate System (ft/sec) (M/sec)
30 Altitude (nm) (km)
31 APS Translational Thrust No.
32 Slant Range (nm) (KM)
33 Inertial Velocity (ft/sec) (M/sec)
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2.5.1.3 Input Restrictions
All available input, other than the input data tape required by the plotting
section, is described in the LOCDOK Input Dictionary.
2.5.1.4 Sample Input
Fig. 2-2 depicts a set of sample inputs. This set sends the LOCDOK program
to the plotting section. The first card which modifies the data in the
sixth word of the A block is the plotting control of the LOCDOK program. An
integer 1 indicates that plots are to be generated from a data tape. The
next four cards shown on Fig. 2-2 modify the data in the I block. The END
card tells the program to process the case. The ENP card processes a clean
up of the plotting routine. This clean up is performed after the last plot
is processed. The FIN card indicates to the program that no more cases are
to be run.
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Fig. 2-2 Sample Input Data
2.6 FUNCTIONAL AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
2.6.1 Deck Card Setup
Refer to user's manual for computer operating system installed.
2.6.2 Magnetic Tape Setup
LOCDOK may have three types of magnetic tapes:
o Program tape - input tape, output tape, if new tape is generated
o One or more data tapes - these tapes may be either input or output
o SC-4020 plot tape - output tape
The logical assignment, as well as the densities of all tapes, are specified
by the user.
2.6.3 Run Preparation Procedure
For the Univac 1108, the card deck sets up the run. No special requests are
required.
2.6.4 Program Messages and Recovery Procedures
The LOCDOK program is a simulation program which does not have a recovery
procedure. If the program is given an unrealistic case, it will either
run until completion or until a nonrecoverable error is processed, e.g.,
taking the square root of a negative number. At the time the nonrecoverable
error is processed, a program dump may be processed by the 1108 operating
system.
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LOCDOK INPUT DICTIONHPY P A,3E 2
2, JUNE 1974 Oc .  13
RELATIVE PPETET FOPTRAN.r PUPPOSE
ADD tPES VALUE rRNME
SPPDGRAM CONTROLS
S97 0 METRIC 1 IS METRIC. 0 IE ENGLISH
G 3 4 MAINUVPI TEPMINAL PENDE:VCUE MANEUVER CONTPOL IS
A LEFT 'EGIl-TEPrED FIVE DIGIT NUMBER.
EAC:H DIGIT I FPrOCEK7ED .EC'UENTIALLY.
ALL DIGIT.-: NOT FEC-IFIED :ELOW FRE .KIPPED.
DIGIT=4 DOC INMG
H 2 400 IPPT4 OUTPUTS DATA E.VERY NTH. INTEGATION STEP
**TIMING PAPAMETERS
G 11 0.0 ETIME RPOBLEM S:TARTING TIME, :ECONDS
G 12 17000. STIMIAX MARIMUM YSTEM TIME FOP FLN ,EL:
ONLY FOP 1.T TPACrKING INTERVAL
S19 0.3 HFD TIME BETWEEN DATA POINTS TO COMPUTER ,EC)
3 22 10. TMIrN MINIMUM TIME ALLOIdED FOR TPRANSFEPS, SEC
G 2:3 13500. TMAX1 MP'IMUM ALLOWED TrAN:-FEF TIME, :EC
G 37 120. DLTOPI TIME ALLOWED FO' POTATION OF TUG
PPIOP TO STAPT OF DOC ING, EEC.
H 1 .01 HPG INTEGrATION STEP :IZE FOP DETAILED ATTITUDE
CONTROL AND EURNE
IF HPG = 0.0, THEN HPG I" SET TO HFD
H 8:9 20. TDELI TIME DELAY EEFOPE THE STAPT OF P.G., -EC
H 90 0.0 TS.JTCH TIME AT WHICH .SECOND :ET OF LO.- RATE SIITCHING
LINES APE IMPLEMENTED IF TSWTCH IS GF:EATEP
THAN ZERO 0'.), EC
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LOCDOV INPUT DIC TIOlNQOY F'AGE 3
SJUNIE 1'374 OF 13
FELATIV''E PFEEET FOPTPAFN PUiPPFO:E
rDDiPE: VALUE fArIME
* TUGl'',YLOD INITIAL POSITION H4rD VELOCITY
3 -3 42:109711. FV 1 1 INERTIAL CICOFD'IATE OF THE Tl.G *: r
3 40 -555'5: .3 R'.' 2 1. INEPTIAL COCPDINATE OF THE TUG ,y, M
_ 41 59?. 1 IrEFTIFL CC:rDIN IATE CF THE TUG ll ': ,
G 42 421'57077.. P'1.:2 IN4ECTIAL ,CCODIrrATE OF THE PAYLOAD -' M
, 4 O. '.-' IN1EFTIAL CCOPDINATE OF THE PAYF'LCD Y i', M*
G 44 0. . ' 3. I INEPTI PL CO pDIN4TE OF THE PFA'YLOAr Zi,, M
'.'ELOCITY IiN .1 -;F
1; 45 11 V'.1 INEFTI L VELOCITY OF THE TUG *>:DOT)
S4 .' I iE PTIL '.-'ELOCITY OF THE TUG 0'OT
G 47 -4. 267 ' . 1 '. InE;TIAL '...'ELOCITY OF TWE TUG ,IDOT)
G 4:8 0.0. V.. 1. : - IiEPTI AL V'.ELOCI TY CF THE PF'YLOQAD "':CT)
G 4'3 -074. 51 ' I ' !2 NE'TIAL ''ELC "ITY OF TaE PA'LOAD -'YDOT:
G 50 0. VV'32 IrEPTIAL V'ELOC,-ITY OF THE ',AYLOAD ':ZDOT)
IF THE TUG 'TATE I I DE:IPED TO EE
IrNPUT PELATIVE TO THE FPAYLOAD THEN
S3I '3 4'. A1N[ ' 41 PEEC OME DELTA C OC TFPACKF
DELTA 'ADIAL, A ~D DELTA IN TRiACK. ; 45, G 46
'3 4 EECOME . DELTA CT DOT, DELTA P DOT AHND
DELTA IT DOT.
RELATIVE PO-ITIONS APE ASUMED IF THE PMS
OF THE THREE ARNGE INPUT- I:S LE: S THAtN THE
EQUITOPIAL F DIU
THE DELTA. PPE ADDED TO THE PAYLOAD OE:IT
TO OBTAIN THE TUG OPPIT.
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LOC'DOK INPUT DICTIONARY PAGE 4
8 JUNE 1974 . OF 1:3
PELATIVE PRESET FOPTRAN PUPPOSE
ADDRESS VALUE NAME
**M -S POFPERTIEr
G 13 30'.'3139 AU':FUL APR FROPELLANT MAS ''-G.
G 51 2341.369 FME: TUG DY MA:: ,G:,
G 52 1205. 76 3 FMFS TUG MAIN ENG PROPELLANT MASS KG)
**PPOPUL: ION
13 13 11. 121 F:JSUBT MIN IMPULSE BIT LATEPAL ENG. ,N-SEC)
,G i 2.224 TOIU TAIL OFF UNCERTAINTY OC LAT. ENG. ,N-:EC)
53 14234.3 DELJM TAIL-OFF IMPULSE OF MAIN ENGINE.
'r-EEC)
3 54 22.2411 DELJS TAIL-OFF IMPULSE OF THE A:xIAL SECONDAPY
ENli-, I S ,:N-SEC:
S55 6672.3 F.JSUBEM MINI I MU I MP'UL.E OF MAI N ENGrINE. N-'EC
G 56 11. 12 C'6 FJS:2S MINI IIMUM IMPIJULE OF THE AXIAL :-ECONDARY
ENGINES N---EC
5 5 230. 0 FITT SPECICIC IMPULSE OF THE LATERAL ENGINES .SEC)
G 5-: 444. 0 FIMS SPECIFIC IMPUL5E OF MAIN ENGINE '.:SIM) :EC
59 230. 0 F I S SPECIFIC IMPUIILS-E OF THE A 'IAL -ECONDARY
EN3GINES S: EC)
, 60 0. FKV' PEPCENT EFROR IN ElRN MAGNITUDES
, 61 66722.:3 TMS MAIN ENGINE THFUST LEVEL, N
G 62 444.822 TSS THPUST LEVEL OF THE AXIAL S:ECONDFPY ENGINES
fl ,t LOS: ENG
6 3: 444.22 TST THPU.ST LEVEL OF THE LATERAL ENGINES: (N:"
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LOC D IN!FL'T rDI:TIDi'Pr'Y PAGE 5
-' JUNE 1974 .OF 1I
R'EL ATIV','E PFE:ET FORTRAN P OI P 0 E
ADDcE_ VALUE tHAME
I** NDIE AND EPFPOP 7 FAIMETEPS
G 2 1 KOrTAM IONITAM INIITI ALIZE- rNOI E GENEFATOP. C DOENT
*** FOP ZEPO NOIIE :ET -TDI' TO 0.3
1 . '2 =PRANGE ,M
. 4 :=i;ANGE ATE l .. SEC
15', ,6'=ELEVATION PFTE LOS P'ADi EC.
S.. :=A IMUTH 'ATE LO ,PAI. D EC)
H 4-11 314. 159 Fr..i PANFDIEIITH OF THE :- OLOPED NDIE GEriEPATOP:
IN RAD.SEC
H 12'-19 1.0 C:ITA'(I COEFFICIENTS OF THE MOISE TEFM-
EX.PONENT: OF THE r1OISE TERMS
H I' 1.I: E P::F' N t
H 21 0.0 EPON
H 22 1. E::POr :.,
H 2 ,. o E:'FO' i : 
4
H 24 1. I'I E:.F'PO .5)
H 25 -1. E 0:N;F'.I )
H - 6 1. Ep: N
H -1. E:-PO ' :
H :-35 .3:14: RLIF.P I LOlEP EREAK POINT FO 8 RANGiE DEPENDENT
rNOI-E PA AMETEPR- PM.'
H 36-43 14-3,15.2 RUF'PI) PPEP REAK POINT FOFP PANGE :- DEPENDENT
MOI E PA'R:AMETEPS. :M)
:TAriDAPD DE'..IAiTION: OF THE rNDISE GEME'ATOPS
H 44 7. 265 IT 1
H 45 0. D T i
H 4f6 .0 'T'' 3',
H 47 1. O :TD '4
H 4z? I. iT . ' ' .:' . S T5
H 5 1:1.T I : TD 7:
H 51 . 'TD .
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LOCDOK INPUT DICTIONAPY PAGE 6
2L'9 J-tNE 1974 OF 13
FELATIVE PPETET FOPTPAN PUPPOE
AR DFRESS VALUE NAME
TO SET NOILE TO ZEFO, JUST SET :IIGP5(I) TO 0.0
"q ,(4) AZIMUTH (PAD)
(5', '6 ELEVATION ,:'AD)
COEFFICIENTS OF NOISE TERMS
G3 73 1. BSTAP (3)
A3 74 1. B:TAF (41
' 75 1. B:STAP (5)
3 76 1. S:R TA6)
EXPONENT OF NOISE TEPMS
G 79 1. .(3>
S30 -1. P (4)
3 -1 1. P :5
G .2 -1. P ',
UoPFER EFEAK-POINTS FOR PANGE DEPENDENT NOISE. M
85-: 143715.2 PU(I) I = 3 TO 6
LO.IER BErEAK-POINTS FOR RANGE DEPENDENT NOISE, M
G '71-94 .3048 PL(I) I = 3 TO 6
:TArDPIRD DEVIqTIONS OF THE NOISE GENERATORS.
'3 97 2.90:8:55E-4 IGr :F'3)
9 8 1.30:78EE-7 :I S.F4)
' 99 2.?90E55E-4 -IGP5')
G 100 1. .30':7 8E-7 I G R .6)
* E:AHDII.IDTH.: OF THE 4 COLOPED-IOISE GENERATOP'S
'PADIAN FxE C OND)
G 106-109 314.1594 OME FCP.:I) FOP I= 3-6
* INLI DIDAL O I E
'3 146 0. ' 1 1 (." EL PATE FPE0. ,"HEPTZ)
3 147 0. 3G1 2) AZ PFATE FPE,.. 'HEFTZ'
G 14:3 :. 3G1 :) EL RATE MAX AMrIPLITUDE PFFD l-EC,
,3 14 O0. GG1 '4) AZ PATE MAN AMPLITUDE 'FAD-,. EC)
A-8
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LOCDC. I1rE1-JT DICTIIONHPYr' PA-GE
- _UNE C174 OF 13
PELATIVE PF''ET F TPiAN PUFO E
ADDPE:S ' 'ALUE riHAIE
*** ErISC PA'ARMETEPF
F 44 1.. PPF EAF-IC IENIOP ME-PiY:FErENtT FEPETITION PFATE,
rEAlFLPEEr4T F'E' -ECCID
S.:::j 14:.715a LOL H ,;. -'rIE CF D,' I, 3 EN F~F : 1,
P 15 ,.5,-' FITFAP 1 -' EF'TANCiE AH,zLE CF DO:CKI, N A ID FPAD
** .E.OLUTION ;r4 D FIR: EPPF F CF -ENOP
D 2'9 . .IGm. 1: IPE-OLUTICN IN PtAGE PF TE.r .-EC
ID 30 . -I . FE:ICLLTION IN AJIlUTH ATE, PAD TEC
D '1 O. -I3 PE':1ILUTIrON IN ELEVATION PA'TE, FAD "EC
D 1 . 144 IGE 1) RANG, E PESOLUTION IN !ETEPi
D :4 4. -:-:E-4 11- F 2' IZIL'TH E.LUTICE In PF;A
D 5 4.:-.:E-4 SI G E - ELE'...'TICN PE:0LUTION IN FPAD
H 5, f. 0 DEL : FANGE F:I - ,.s 3 ,
H 53 . ii DL EDB: 'Ar-l;E FATE BIAl, 'Ir .- .EI":
S113 0C. DELAZE: AZItIUTH PIA. EFPF', PAD
G 114 '. DELELB ELEV...TION AT E';CFP, FAD
H 54 0. 1' DLOMF_- ELEA'.TIrN PTE BI -, ' F'D. TEC
H 55 0. U DLOPIr'YE AZI UTH ; TE E'IRS. FPA ,D .--EC,




LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
LOCDI)O INPUT DICTIONARY PAGE 8
JifE 1974 OF 13
PELATIVE PPE:SET FORTPRAN PUFPO E
AFDDPES'S VALUE NAME
*,,,UIDANCE FPAPAMETEPS
,3 17 ":. DAHIp EXFPONENT FOP DrOCIN' AXIS GUIDANCE
H 77 1.E+10 F. 1' THE PPOPORTIONLITY CONSTANT THAT S'WITCHES THE
':.'IAL EIGINrEr CN
H 7 9 0. FF, 2: THE PFOPOPTIONALITY CON.TANT THAT TUITCHES THE
qX IAL ENGINE OFF
H 79 1.22E+5 RPSeEi) 5 TPTF'NDOFF PANGE FOP MAIN ENGINE. M
H 30 4. 1758: R UBB2) .-TPHDFF PANGE FOPF' AiP ENGINE. M
H :31 3.E-5 OMHI THE LO FPATE ABOVE WIHICH A LATEAL THPUST I' ON
'RPAD. -:EC)
H 82 I.E-5 OMLO THE LO FATE BELO'' IJHICH A LATERAL THRUT IS OFF
H :33 4. PROC ON THE NAV'IGATION CONSTANT
H 84 4. 1758 P::IUEF THE PFNGE AT 1hHICH P.G. I: TERMINATED, M
H 85 0. 003048 RSUFD THE PANGE PATE AT WIHICH P.G. I TEPMINATED
FM SEC)
H 91 1.E-3 ONLO2 ALTERNTE VALUE OF OMLO AiT TS, ITCH, PAD/EC
H 92 3:.E-3 OMHI2 ALTERNATE VALUE OF OMHI AT TSI.ITCH RAD/SEC
*** DATA FILTEFING
G 6 10')0 N:SUBF HUMEER OF DATA POINTS TO BE UI:ED IN
D ATA FITTING.
'3 14 1 K.SIICH 0 I: LINEAR DATA FILTER, 1 IS KA LMAN
H :86 0.(: TAUDA.:Q) TIME CON:TANT OF GUID LOW-PASS FILTER, RANGE
H 87 0.0 TAUDA ) TIME CON.TARNT OF GUID LOWI-PASS FILTER PANGE RATE
H :38 0.0 TAUDA 3) TIME CONSTANT OF GUID LOI-PASS FILTEP, LOS PATE
i rP::
H 100 0 IFILT TYPE OF GUIDANCE FILTER
u=.INGLE ORDER LOGl PASS
1=6 POLE BUTTERIWORTH
**. AEr;T FPAZAM;ETER
DI 55 3:600. TI TIME ELAF-ED TO TArT DiCCVING APPPCACH
AFTEP PEOPT ,.EC)
D 56 33.34 F'I '.,IIDTH OF PF'LOAD i M
r 57 20. Y:AFTY CLEAPANICE FELOI PAYLOAD PEOUIPED
FOP rl ABORCPT N,'
D : 16.6E7 YC PAYLOAD LENGTH BELO DOC4 ING APIS (M,
A-10
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LOCDO INP-EUT DICTION-hPY PAGE 9
SJUN'E 1 74 . OF 1 :
FELAT I'.E PPE ET P CTFPIN FPRPO E
ADRtE'E:: 'AL LIE NAME
*.*DOC INIG FPA, METEPF
** ~-IF7 FECUIF'EMENT tAT :OFT PF'ANGE **
F 2 . 1524 TOLPO *1I' POITIOr' -LO r'3 DO CIrG A ':IC
F :_:: . 15 TOLPF'C 2 FO ITIOi I,'CM 'PL TO EflC INIG A x:I *M)
F 0 219- TOLP PC TITIUN riUFP.L TO DOC IrG r:' II lM
F 91 . 0039' TOLV'EL I' ELOC IT ALONG O IN'G A:": ,:[1i- ECI:
F 92 . i -:9. TOL...'EL 2 '. \'ELOCIT" r' IcML TO DCOC-KING A :I:_ M EC.)
F . : TOL'...'ELL '...ELOC ITTY NrOPM L TO DO3CKIMG AX:I:-: M .. EC.
F 94 . 05_ 3. TOLFit-,: 1 POLL ANGLE F RAD)
F ' TOLAN ' - ' P i7t ANGLE PF: D:'
F 96 . 6 TODLAN" ,, F' ITCH APNILE ' PAID
G 116 . 0.1 DMIN MINIMUM TFPAN-FEP LENGTH FELOW IIHICH A NEll
TPAN:FEF I: NOT C:TAPTED 'M:
DI:'PLPACEMENT OF DOCf It1,, CENPOR POPE-
:IGHT TO DOC ING iECHAMhICM C-ENTEP-LINE
' 117 . ,:117) DE:IPFEE FIrNAL IN-TPAC POSITION, M
6 11'- 0. :E11 : DE IPED FINAL AD I _L POCITION. Mr
G 119 0. G'119:' DE:IPED FINAL CPOC:--TRACK FO:-ITIOHN M
G 123 6.1 FSUBMT r.I- DI TANCE THPESHCLD IN GPO_::-TR NSFEP.,
3 124 -1. UNP124 1 DIFECTIONJ COIrE OF DE-IPED tOCt:ING P: IT:,
G 125 ':. UN:,"' DIFECTION CO'-0INE CF DEIFPED DOC :IN" AIS "PAD,
G 126 '. U f'INF3: DIrECTION C-GOIhE OF DECI5'ED DCC l WING i: I- 'CT-
G 127 4. 17576 F:PUBD PFir-NGE IN DOCKING r'ANE' VEF_ IHEPE CLOING ''ELOC IT'
-IIITCHE TO ,C KC IG .ELOCIT Y
THIU IC PLDO THE E:OW'T FANGE
I 1:30 304.! P2M I N IINIMUM II TI_'NCE C j THE DDICt ING :I-:I I 'HEFRE
A FIrNAL DOC- INiG AFFPPOC rH COULD FE :-TA iTEDI, i
G 1: 1.524 '.'OD '.EL FALLEL TO TUE DCK:kING A:: IC ': CEC)
G 132 0. 1524 'DO'. C AlMITIUDE OF _DE-IED FINAL IN'iPACT 'VELOCITY
INr DOC,: ING ,IANEU EPI *'E .M 7 EC:.
A-11
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LOCDOIK INPUT DICTIONARPY PAGE 10
2a: JUNE 1974 OF 1:3
RELATIVE PPE ET FORTRAN PUPPOSE
ADDET.S VALUE FNAME
**.ATTITUDE CONTPOL PA AMETEPS
: a ) =POLL, "='lYAhi,. 3=PITCH
G 151 1 ATTITUDE CONTOL ZY':TEM SELECTION
O=DETRILEDI 1=PEPFECT
MIN ANG IMPUL-E FIT REACTION CONTROL C.SY.S
G 157 22.8794 TEN '6) POLL *M-N--EC:
G 158 10. 0274 EN '7", YAI ,M-N-SEC)
G 159 10. 0274 :EN"S PITCH .M-N-'EC)
H 56 717.:-:7 TNFPT':1 PRINCIPLE MOMENTS OF INEfTIA OF THE TU
(M-N-. E C: 2::.
H 57 5?.594.47 INEPT :2) PRINCIPLE MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF THE TUG
(M- N- E C :
H 58 58907.7 INERTe3 PRINCIPLE MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF THE TUG
CM-NI- 7EC2
H 59 7.862 FKGA,1:I ATTITUDE POSITION GRIN CONSTANT
H 60 146.8:7 F KGA i:) ATTITUDE POSITION GAIN CONSTANT
H 61 147.624 FGA,(3: ATTITUDE POITION GAIN CON STANT
H 62 157.24 FKGO(1) ATTITUDE PATE GAIN CON:TANT
H 63 2936.74 FO 2) ATTITUDE RATE GAIN CONrTANT
H 64 4952.4 FKGO 1.' ATTITUDE RATE GAIN CONSTANT
H 65 0.0 TAUT 1il FIPST ORDER LAG TIME CON:TANT OF THE TOPiULE, SEC:
H 6. 0.0 TAUT :a) FIRST ORDER LAG TIME CONSTANT OF THE TOPOUE SEC:
H 67 0. 0 TAUT ':3' IPST OPDER LAG TIME CONSTANT OF THE TOPOUE, SEC
H 68.. 4. 3E-3 TDEAD 1' ONE HALF THE TOTAL DEAFEAND ,'PAD)
H 9 4. 363E-: TDEAD,2' ONE HALF THE TOTAL DEADEAND : PAD:)
H 70 4. 363E-3 TDEADi3, ONE HALF THE TOTAL DEADERAND PAD
H 71 444. 22 TOC' 1) REACTION CONTROL THPUT :,
H 72 444.:22 TORoC:.) RPEACTION CONTROL THPUST :N)
H 73 444.82,:-:2 TO 3) PEACT ION CONTPOL THPUST N)
H 74 a. 0574 TSAT -1') REACTION CONTROL MOMENT APM (M)
H 75 .90169 T"AT''2) PEACTION CONTROL MOMENT APM :M)
H 76 .90169 TZAT :3, PEACTION CONTROL MOMENT ARM :'M)
A-12
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LOCDO: INPI.T DICTIONARY PAGE 11
-: IJUrE 1 -74 OF 1I
PELATIV'%E PPE- ET FCFTPAN PUPPO: E
FDDFE S VALUE NiHME
*** PLOT INPUT:
I 1 1 NCAN:E CA:E NIIMEF TO PE PLOTTED
I 2 NrUTJT TYPE OF OUTPUT FLAG
NUITFPIUT='9 H- t;r' CCPY OUTPUT OHL
NUTPUT=16 P1IIC:POFILM l OUTFUIT ONL"Y
HUTPUT=?16 EOTH CF THE APO'E.
I : 15 NUNIT TPFE LUN(IT OF INPUT DATA TAFPE
I 4 1 IDEP NUMBER OF DEPENDENT APIAFLE? TO EE PLOTTED.
I 5 .i TAPT TA:T OF INDEPENDENT '.FIABLE 'LOT OUTPUT
I 6 170':10. -TGP 'TOP _OF INDEPENDENT '. lAPLE PLOT OUTPFUT
I 7 60. DELTA MINI j U - I:::: IfNTEF'"~AL EETIIEEN UCCE- 1'.ELY
PLOTTED DATA POIrNT?. IF DELTA='. ii HLL DATA POINTS
11IITHIN THE DECIFED INTEP'\AL ' _ILL EE PLOTTED.
I 3 0 IPRETP PPOGFAM cEG TO EE PLOTTED. THE DATA CALCULATED
LA-T I:- ALiY- PLOTTED.
IFECTP GC4EATEF T AN! ZEO 0 . P'LOTC THE DATA
FROM THE ::PECIFIED -ECTION C.-EG'ENT) OF THE
PROflPAM.
IRECTP E-UAFL TO ZERO .:., PLOTS THE DATA FPOM
AILL -ECTION: .- EGMENTS.)
Ic'ECTP=4 PLOT TERMINAL MANEUVER.
IPEC=TP6, PLOT. PPOPOPTIO AL GUIDANCE
I 9 1 ITYP:1 T'FPE OF MATH. M1PNIPULATION TO BE PEPFOPMED
TO CBTAINt THE INDEPENDENT ',.'/F'IALE
I TYP *: 1:) = I - NO MAN I ULAT ION
ITYP 1 =2, ADD ".. TO '.1 .=/1 + V?.
I TYP 1 =:-, U11ETRACT '2 FPOM V 1 =V1 - S
ITYP '1) =4, HULTIPLY '/1 BY /2 '=Vi * 2
ITYP 1 =5. DI 'IE ', EBY . .
= 1 / .2
I 10-15 1 ITYP':I .T'CE OF MATH. MriP. TO E PEF'F. FOP
I=D-6 D'EP rET '.'I :LE-, ENME A E:O'.'E.
I 1 LO 1 1: INEPENDEENT -'ArPI-TLE FFOPC To LE
I 20 2 LOC: .FIFIT DEPENDENT '.'PIA LE FFOM TABLE
I 21-25 O LOC :I, i D-DITIONtL DEPENDENT vPIPF LEZ FFOM TABLE
I=3--
THEPE APE IDEP + I LO-C1'-
A-13
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LOCDOK rINPUT DICTIONPY PAGE 12
2:3 JUNiE 1974 OF 13
PELATIVE PPE ET FOTFPAN PUPO :Z E
ADDFES:S VALUE riAME
VI LOCATION TABLE
LOC: i('I) =1 TIME. EC:
LOC I =2 .LArT PANGE. M
LOC1': I = FAtE FATE. M :EC
LOC: 1:: I=4 ELE'VAT IO rl :AD
LOF1 I =5 AZIMUTH. PAD
G 160 '3 I:K LOS PATE TO BE PLOTED
0 OF: 1=FILTEFED NOIME
2=UNFILTEPED NOISE
3=PUPE LOS PATE
LOC1(I:)=6 LOS PATE ELEV., PAD/.'>E
LOCIi::I:= LO PATE AZIM., FAD."CEC
RELATIVE TO TUG
LOC1 I : =8 IT RPANGE, .
LOC1 :I) =9 CT PANGE, M
LOC: 1 I: = 10 .PAD PANGE, 1
LOC1 (I)=11 IT .''ELOCITY, M -SEC
LOCI (,=12 CT VELOCITY, IM -':EC.
LOC 1 I) = 1:3 PAD VELOC I TY1 N : EC
LOC1*::I =14 TOT IPIPUL:E REMAININGr MAIN TANK
LOC1(I: =16 TOTAL IMFPULE REMAING, IAP:' TANK
LOC*:Il)=17 TOTAL IMFULET ATTITUDE COiTPROL
IUBS VSTEM
G 150 0 IDIM1YC480) :SELECT BODY OP EULEP A3NGLES FOP PLOTING
0 IS BOD,' 1 I:S EULEP
LOC1I I=1 :-  ...EHICLE PITCH ATTITUDE, PAD
LOC1I =19 ..'EHICLE AliW ATTITUDE9 PAD
LOCI '=20 VEHI'CLE POLL ATTITUDE, PAD
LOC l(I =21 VEHICLE PITCH FATE. PFAD./EC
LOC1 1 =22 VEHICLE YAlI FATE. FAD..- EC
LOC 1 :.I., =2:: VEHICLE POLL PATE. PAD -EC
EARTH CENTEFED COOPDINATE EYCTEM
LOC 1I1=24 :r: M1
LOC 2I -=.I Z. Y,
LOC1'I"=' , N
LOC 1iI,=27 PATES M '. EC
LOC1 I:=E, '' ATE, M /EC
LOC 1 'I =2 PATE, M EC
LOC 1 I =3 ALTITUDE - M .
LOCI 'I =3 AFPS: TPFANLATIONAL THPF:UT NUMBEP
LOC I , =3. LANT PANGE, M .
LOC!:='3 INEPTIAL Y.ELOCITY, M .TEC
A-14
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LOCDOV IrPUT DICTIOiAY PAGE 13
2:3 JUNE 1974 OF 1:3
PELATI'.-E PRESET FOPTRAN PURPOSE
ADDPESS VALUE iNAME
I 29-35 0 LOC2.Jr ''2 LOCATION COFPESPONDING TO IT'YPJ,
IF LOC2J-J: =O THEN COMETJ IILL EE UED A' V2.
SEE VI LOC-TION TAILE FOP V2 LOCATION.
I :39-45 0. 0 CONST, J: CONrTAIT ',.VALUE TO PE U-ED AS V2~ COGPESPONDING
TO I TYF' P:.-
***THE POLLOI ING INPUT. ENABLES SPECIFICATION
OF PLOT _CALING. :NC OTHEP ADJUTMENT I: MPDE.)
OrMA:-; ANID OMrIN SPECIFY THE UPPEP AND LO.IEP
POUNDS OF THE ''-A' I. i*'HILE MULT APE INTEGEP
MULTIPLIC ATION FlACTOF-.
~. THIS PEPFORMS INTEGER MULTIPLICATION AND
FIXED :CPLING OF ALL CUPVES. OMIN.AND .'MAX
MUST NOI FE .PECIFIED
** IF ALL FACTOP:S AFE ZEPO SCALING IS OETAINED
FROM DATA.
I 51-54 '3 MULT(I) MULTIPICATIVE rACTOp' FOP SCALING DATA VALUES.
IF ANY OF FACTOPS AE NON-ZERO, THEN ALL ZEPO
INPUTS ARE USED A. UNITY I 1 :. IF ALL FAC:TOP'-
APE ZERO THE MULTIPLICATIVE FACTOPS APE COMPUTED.
1 55 0.0 QMIN MINIMUM '-AXIS PLOT SCALING VALUE.
I 56 0. 0 oIMAX MAX I MUM 'Y'AXIS PLOT :SCAL ING VALUE.
** TITLE
I 57-68 TITLE TITLE OF PLOT.
I 70 0 PRINTS HIN. SR. AND TIME ON PLOTS.IF=1
A-15
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LOCIOk INPUT DICTICAPY PAGE I
28 JrNE 1?74 OF 13
PELATIVE PPE.ET FCPTRAN O-IPOE
ADDPEV: VALUE HAME
*** MAIN P'OGPAM CONTPOL
*** THE FIRST INPUT C.APD MUT ALAY- FE A FOLLOWS:
A BLANK CAPD IF THE UNIT- AFE ErNGLI H
A 1 PUNCHED IN COLUMN 3 IF THE UNITS ARE SI
.** LATA (APDS
A 1 1 ICA lE CAE NUMBER
A 5 1 IOUTJW UN.I IT OF THE D1ATA TAPE. IF IOIUTJM IS LES S
THI N 15, HO DATA TAPE IC GENEPRTED. THIS DATA
TAPE CONTAIN7 THE SETS OF TIME. DEPENDET DATA,
FROM IHICH THE PLOTS A'E GENEPATED.
A 6 0 IP PLOT ANID DATA TAPE COOTPOL
IP=1 GENEPATE PLOT: FrGM A DATA T4PE
IP=0 MArE A PLOT DATA TAPE IF IOUTJId IS
GPEATEP THAN 14.
IF MOPE THAN ONE DATA TAPE IS NEEDEDA 5
DOES rIOT HAV'E TO BE CHANGED, BUT THE EXTRA
TAPE UNrITS MU:T E A:: IGED WITH UNIT =
IOUT JWl+1.
IP=-1 SAME A: IP=O0AND TELL:S POGRAM THAT THIS
IS THE LAST -:A.E TO BE I.PITTEN ON DATA TAPE
A 7-18 TITLE CASE TITLE CARD
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMID
A-1,
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LOCDIOK INPUT DICTIONARY PAGE 2
28 JUNE 1974 OF 13
RELATIVE FPF'EET FOFTPF'N PUPO:E
ADDRESS 'YLLE NAME
** PFROGPAM C:ONTPOL:7
F 97 0 METFRIC: 1 IS M!ETRIlC, 0 IS ENGLISH
3 :3 4 MANUP VF' TEF:MINAL FErIDEZVOU: MAlNEUVEP CONTOL 
IS
A LEFT PEGIMTEPED FI'.'E DIGIT riIMfEP.
EACH DIGI I: FFOCE:-ED -EOQUEhTIALL,.
FLL DIGIT: rOT 5PECIFIED PELGh ARE KIPFPED.
DIGIT=4 I'OCK ING
H 2 400 IPPT4 OUTPF'UT DATA EVERY NTH.INTEGRATIONr 
STEP
.TI MIN'G FPARMETERS
C, 11 c0.0 -TIME PROELEM STAPTING TIME, :-ECiOND
13 12 17000. :TIMAX MR:'.IMUM :".SYSTEM TIME FOP FUN lEC:.
ONLY FOP 1ST TPRACK:IN' INTERVAL
6 19 0.3 HFD TIME BETWEEN DATA POINTS TO COMPUTER 
.EC:
G 22 10. TMIN MINIMUM TIME ALLOWED FOF' TRAN*SFERPS 
:-:EC
G 2:3 13500. TMA:::1 MA>::-IMUM ALLOWIED TRANSIFER TIME, :EC
G :3,7 120. DLTORI TIME FLLbOWED FOR ROTATION OF 
TUG
PRIOR TO TART OF DOCK ING. SEC.
H 1 .01 HPG INTEGRATION STEP SIZE FCP DETAILED 
ATTITUDE
CONTROL AND E'uRNS
IF HPG = 0.0. THEN HPG I:S ET TO HFD
H 89 20. TDELI TIME DELAY BEFORE THE :START 
OF P.G., SEC
H 90 0.0 TSWJTCH TIME AT WHICH S:ECOND :ET OF LOS: ATE SIITCHING
LINES APRE IMPLEMENTED IF TSUTCH IS GFEATER
THAN ZERO ':0 U * SEC
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
LOCDOK INPUT DICTIONAPY PAGE 3
28 JUrNE 1974 OF 13
RELATIVE PPESET FOPTRAN PURPOSE
ADDRESS VALUE NAFME
*** TUG-PAYLOAD INITIAL POITION AND VELOCITY
G 39 138116180. P 1 1.) INERTIAL COORDINATE OF ThE TUG :X FT
G 40 -1-22:-3. FY.PV 1 INEPTIAL COC.D!INTE OF THE TUG Y'., FT
3 41 1946:36. .V 2* INERTIAL C COFDI IATE OF THE TUG f ,:", FT
G 42 13:31r620. .V(1 2. INERTIAL COOPDINATE OF THE PAYLOAD (X', FT
G 43 0.0 PV,2'2 INrEFRTIAL COORDINATE OF THE PAYLOAD , Y) FT
G 44 200. RV(:3s,2 INERTIAL COORDINATE OF THE PAYLOAD Z(>, FT
*VELOCITY IN FT.-:SEC
G 45 27.29:39 VY'vI 1' INEPTIAL VELOCITY OF THE TUG ,DOTDT"
G 46 1 0084.82 VVt2,1, INEPTIAL V'ELOCITY OF THE TUG 'YIDOT)
G 47 -14. VV(:3,i> INERTIAL VELOCTU- OF THE TUG (ZDlOTs
G 48 0.0 VV 1 2) INERTIAL V"ELOCITY OF THE PAYLOAD r'XDOT
G 49 1 i0:37 . VV,. : ,21 INERTIAL VELOCITY OF THE PAF'LOAD ':*'DOT)
G 50 0.0' V...3,2) INERTIAL .,'ELOCITY OF THE PAYLOAD (ZDOT.)
IF THE TUG STATE I: DE:IFED TO BE
INPUT PELATIVE TO THE PPYLOAD THEN
G 39, ' 40 ArND 6 41 BECOME DELTA CPOSS TPACK
DELTA RADIAL, AND DELTA IN TRACK. 6 45, 3 46,
G 4:8 ECOME- DELTA CT DOT, DELTA R DOT. AND
DELTA IT DOT.
RELATI.,E POSITION APE FASSUMED IF THE RMS
OF THE THPEE RPNGE INPUTS IS LESS THAN THE
EQUITORIPL RADIU:S.
THE DELTA:. ARE ADDED TO THE PAYLOAD OPBIT
TO OBTAIN THE TUG OPBIT.
A-'O
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RELATIVE- ' PFECET FOPTRAN PUFPCSE
F DDESS 'ALUE NAME
*,MAS: FROPEPTIE:
G 18 21.22' AUYFUL ARFC FFOPELLhT MASS :.LUG.
G 51 160.4.34 FMEB: TUG DPY MA :LCIG:U
G 52 826.21 FMFS TUG MAIN ENG P'OPELLANT MACS ,:LUGd5
**POF:FUL ION
S1:3 2.5 FJUPT MIN IMPUL:E FIT LATERL ENGi. LI-SEC
G 16 .5 TOIU TAIL OFF UNCItEPTAINT'Y OF I.(T. ENG. .LB-:EC
C 53 3200.0 DELJM TRIL-OFF IMFPUL-E OF MAnIrl EriGIN E.
LEB-EC
G 54 5.0 DELJ TAIL-OFF IMPUL-E OF THE AXIAL SECOr~P'PY
ErI-3 I NES LE- EC
G 55 15 00.0 F J'UFM MI NIMUM I MPUL-E -F MAIN ENGINE. LE- -EC
G 56 .5 F I UES MINIMIIUM.1 IMFPULE OF THE RA:'IAL :ECCNI' D
ENGINES :LE:-- EC )
S57 2::0.0 FIST .PECIFIC IMPUL:EE OF THE LATERAL ENGINE' S:,EC)
G 58 444.0 FIM- P-ECIFIC IMFUL:E OF MPIN ENGINE -IM: -EC
5 230..0 FI SPEC IFIC IMPUL:E OF THE AXIAL :ECONDAERY
ErG I E ':2 ECE.
G 60 . FKVB PERCENT EFFCF IN EBRN MAGNITUDES
1 61 15000. TM:S MAIN ErGINE THFI:T LEVEL, LE
G 62 100.0 T:S THRU.T LEVEL OF THE ARIAL :SECONDARY ENGINES
PF'OUND:- , L0- ENri
G 63 100. TST THRUST LEVEL OF THE LATERAL ENGINES LE::,
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
LOCDOK INPUIT DICTIONARY PAGE 5
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RELAT I VE PFE:-ET FORTPRAN PUPOSE
ADDRESS VALUE NAME
Not F OISE AND ERROR PF RAMETER:S
3 2 1 KONTAM IrONTAM INITIALIZES NOIE GENEPATOP.0 
DOESNT
** FOPR ZEROD NOISE SET STD(I: TO 0.0
*: 1).2=PRANGE (FT)
(:S *,(4:=RANGE PATE 'FT,"SEC'
.5.,6)*=ELEVATION PATE LOS RFAD-'SEC)
,:7:,(3)=AFZINUTH PATE LOS RAD-:EC
H 4-1! 314.159 RANDbJI) I:BANDWIIDTH OF THE : COLORED NOISE GENERATOFS
IN RPD' :EC
H 12-19 1.0 CSTAR(I)I COEFFICIENTS OF THE NOISE TERMS
E:'PONENTS OF THE NOISE TERMS
H 20 1.0 E::PFON:I.1
H 21 0.0 E':::PON2:)
H 22 1 .0 EXPON(3>
H 2.3 0.0 E::::F'ON 4)
H 24 1.0 E::PON (5
H 25 -1. E:PONI6)
H 26 1.0 E:'PON7
.'
H 27 -1. E.XPON(8)
H 28-35 1. PLWRL(II LO6ER BREAK POINT FOR 3 PANGE DEPENDENT
NOISE PARAMETERS:, :FT.
H :36-43 471506.56 RUPR(I, UPPER BREAK POINT FOR RANGE 8 DEPENDENT
NOISE PARAMETERS, 'FT)
STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE 8 NOISE GENERATORS:
H 44 2:3.8:3255 STD. )
H 45 0.0 :TD .2
H 46 0.0 STD: 3
H 47 0.0 5TD(4:,
H 48 0.0 : TD(5)
H 49 0.0 STD (6-
H 50 0.0 -TD .:
H 51 0.0 STD(8"
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c'ELATI YE PPE ET FOPTFAN PUPPOSE
A iDPE- '.*'ALUE riNAME
TO 'ET rNOI E TO ZEPO, JU:T :ET IG5PI) TO 0.0
, j :4 AZIMUTH ,'PAD
5' ': ELE'VA.T I C .c [, A )
COEFFI CIENT: OF NOISE TEPMS
3 73 1. BETAF' 3:
_ 74 1. E:TAP ,4)
13 75 1. BSTAP :
E::'PONENT OF NOI:IE TEPM'S
S7' 1. P i:3
S -1. P :: 4
S::1 1. P 5'
S -1. P'
UPPEP EcEAk.-POINT • FOP PPNGE DEPENDENT NOI-E. FT
G 85-8: 471506.565 RU 'I:) I = 3 TO 6
LO.IJEP FPEAR-POINTS FOR PANGE DEPENDENT NOIl:E, FT
G '1-94 1. PL I I = 3 TO 6
"TAtDAP:D DEVIATION'I OF THE NOI-:E GENEPATOPS.
' 97 2.9: 55 E- 4 SItR G'3
13 9 1. -7:E-7 I:P4'4
r 99 2.9 5 5 E -4 :- IG P. ,
'1 11r00 1.30 7:E- 7 I .T. 6' :..
* EqrIDIIIDTHC OF THE 4 COLOPED-NOI:E GErEPATOF R'S
A I A r- : ECONR
S106-1 14 4 OMEG'P:' FOP I= 3-6
* U-LCOIDAL rCITE
3 146 0. 13'G1 1 EL F'TE FCEO. ,'HEFPT:
3 147 1). ' 1 ' A ATE FPE-'. *'HEFT-
3 14- . '361 .3: EL PPTE MA:: A rPL I I.TUDE ' PAD EC
' 149 u. G3G '414 AZ FPATE MPl:: AIMPLITUDE FADTEC
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PELATIVE PPE:CET FOTPRAN PUPPO:E
A DDtIFES ..'VALUE NAME
E*** AEN RA0P PP METEP-
F 44 16. PPF EARSIC -ENIOP MEASUREMENT PEPETITION PTE.
MEAURFEMENT:T FER :-ECON
F 98 77.6 -CCOL ACO. PFrANE F DOC ::IG3 CENOR N. MI
G 15 30. RITA SP 1.'2 ACCEPTANCE ANGLE OF DOC:Ir G AID :LEG'
* ES:OLUTION AND EIA ERRPOPS OF SEN OR
D 29 0. ;IGMAr 1 PE.CLUTION IN F ANGE PA TE.FT.EC
D 30 0. ;IGM A2 RE>CLUTION IN AZIMUTH RATE, DEG-SEC
D :3 01. P IGMiA :3 PE.OLUTION IN ELEVATION RTE, DEG/P:EC
D 33 .:3 IGMPB 1, RANGE PEESCLUTION IN FEET.
D 34 0.0025 :SIGMP:(2) AZIMUTH RECOLUTION IN DEGREES.
n 35 . .,5 'rt"'ELE 'AT'NT iECLTION lIT DEGrEES.
H 52 0.0 DELB PRANGE BIA S, (FT:
H 5:3 0.0 DL:- PRNGE PATE IFS,. 'FT/-EC)
G 113 0. DELAZE AZIMUTH BIAS EPPOR PFAD
G 114 0. DELELB ELEVFTION BIA~ ERRPOR PRD
H 54 0.0 DLOMZB ELE'VATION PATE PIA . .:FAD'SEC)
H 55 0.0 DLDMPIYE AZIMUTH PATE BIAS, ,:PAD.SEC::
H 93 0 I-EN TYPE OF .SEi'OR UCED
0=3IMEPALLED
1=BODY FIXED
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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PELATIVE PPEIET FDPF'TRAN PUPPEO: E
ADDE: VALUE tNAME
*...GUIDANCE PAPPMETEPF
G 17 3. DAMP E:PONENT FOP DECkING A:I_ GUIDANCE
H 7? 1.E+10 FKl:1 THE PFFEFPOCPTICtrALITY CCNrTANT THAT Dt1lITCHE- THE
A::.IAL ENGrIrE- ON
H 7: 0.0 FE'2) THE FPODPPTIrONLIT''Y CONCSTANT THAT D:IITCHES THE
A:.:IL ENGINE -  OFF
H 79 4.E+5 P:UBBc:I) STANiDOFF PArNIGE FOP MAIN ENGITNE, FT
H 80 13.7 P EB B2' :TANDOFF PPrGE FOP AP S ENGINE, FT
H 31 3.E-, OIHI THE LOS PATE iBOVE WHICH A LATEPAL THRU:.T IS ON
,:*RA D.. -EC:,
H ::2 1.E-5 OMLO THE LOS PAFTE BELOW IdHICH A LATEPAL THR'UST IS OFF
'PAD- :EC)
H 33 4. 0 PPOCOIi THE NA'IGATION CON'TANT
H :34 13.7 P.SUF TIE RANGE AT WHICH P.G. I: TEPMINATED, FT
H :35 0. 01 RP UFD THE RANGE PATE AT !,HICH P.G. IS TEPMINATED
'FT .-:EC)
H 91 1.E-.3 OMLO2 PLTERNATE VALUE OF OMLO AT TSITCH, PAD/-.:EC
H 92 3.E-3 OMHI2 ALTEPNH'TE ''VALUE OF OMHI AT TS:bITCH, F'PAD/::EC
**, DATA FILTERING
G 6 100 N:-:UEF NUMBER OF DATA POINT:- TO BE ISE:ED IN
DATA FITTING.
G 14 1 K DdICH 0 I1 LINEAR DATA FILTERP 1 IZ KALMAN
H 86 0.0 TAUDA,1 T: IME C{ONSTANT OF GULID LOi-PASS FILTER, PANGE
H 87 0. 0 TAUDA2 (): TIME CONISTANT OF GUID LOI,-PAES FILTER PRANGE PATE
H :S:3 0.0 TAIUDA('3:- TIME CON"7TANT OF GUID LOIA-PAS FILTER, LOS RATE
H 10'0 0 IFILT T"YPE OF GUIDANCE FILTER
:=SIlNGLE ORDER LOW PA -
1=6 POLE EUTTEPIOPTH
*,, E'OT PAFPMETEPR
D 55 : 00. TI TIME ELAPIED TO -TAFT DOiCING APPPOPCH
AFTEP PECFT ,IEC,
D 5. 33.4 FI.1 ID1TH OF PR'YLCAD iT:
D 57 20. Y7AFTY :LEAP:r-ICE FELO'W PRAYLOAD FEIUIRED
FOP A; A E.PT .FT'
D 5:3 16.67 'C PAYLOAD LENGTH BELO"' DOCKING A.IS (FT)
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RELATIVE PPESET FORTRAN PURPOP.E
ADDRESS VALUE NAME
***DOCK ING PARAMETERS
++* ACCURACY PEOUIREMENTS AT ABOPT RANGE **'
F 88 5 TOLPOS:1I; POSITION ALONG DOCKING AXIS: (:FT,
F 89 7083 TOLPO (2) POSITION NORMAL TO DOCKING AXI: 'FT"
F 90 .70:33 TOLPO'(3 POSITION NORMAL TO I'OC:KING3 AXIS 'FT,
F 91 .01.3 TOLVEL'. 1P VELOCITY ALONG DOC ING AIS :FT.S:EC)
F 92 .01:3 TOLVEL('2 VELOCIIT'' NORMAL TO DOCKING AIS -FT SEC)
F 9:3 .01 TOLVEL(3 * VELOCITY NORMAL TO DOCKING AXIS (FT/SEC)
F 94 :3.0 TOLANG: 'l ROLL ANGLE ,DEG:,
F 95 3.0 TOLANG(2 * Y AW ANGLE ( DEG
F 96 3.0 TOLANl l- DTT NII1 (nE)
G 116 .2 DMIN MINIMUM TRANSFER LENGTH BELOW WHICH A NEW
TRANSFER IS NOT STARTED
DISPLACEMENT OF DOC-KING "ENSOPR ORE-
SIGHT TO DOCK'ING MECHANISM CENTEP-LINE
G 117 0. 3(117) DESIFEL FINAL IN-TRACK POSITION. FT
G 11S 1. (118) DESIRED FINAL RADIAL POSITION, FT
G 119 0. G(I119) DESIRED FINAL CPOSS-TRACK POSITION, FT
G 123 20. RSUEMT MISS DISTANCE THRESHOLD IN GROSS-TPANSFERS,
'FEET)
G 124 -1. UNR2(1 DIRECTION COSINE OF DESIRED DDCKING AXIS : IT)
G 125 0. UNR2 2 DIPEC:TION CO.3INE OF DESIRED DOCKING H,-I (RPAD)
G 126 0. UNR2(3) DIRECTION CO:INE OF DECSIRED DOCKING AI:I ,CT
G 127 13.7 RSUBD RANGE IN DOCKING MAN EUV'ERS , HEPE CLO.IrliG 
VELOCITY
SWITCHES TO DOCKING VELDCITY -FT
THIS IS ALSO THE ABORT PANGE
G 130 1 00. P2MIN MINIMUM DISTANC:E ON THE DOCKI NG AX:IS hIHERE
A FINAL DOCK ING APP ROAICH COULD BE :STAPTED, FT
13 131 5. VOD VEL PARALLEL TO THE DCOCING' A::IS kFT.."EC)
1 132 0.5 '.DOCK MAGNITUDE OF DE:SIPED FINAL IMPACT VELOCITY
IN DOCKING MANEUVERS, FT/S:EC.
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PELATIVE FPPESET FCRTPA N P-PI.FF SE
ADr RES. VALUE NAME
**TTITUDE CONTPOL PARAMPIETE'S
1) =FOLL *2. = .'Ai t) =PITCH
G 151 1 ATTITUDE CONTPOL SYSTEM SELECTION
O=IDETAILED, I=PEFFECT
MII ArNG IMIPULSE EIT REACTION CONTPOL S'Y':
S157 16.875 SEN '6' ~OLL 'FT-LE--EC)
G 158 -. - 739583 EN ,7 "A FT-L E--EC)
G 159 7.39'5 E EN rK. PITCH ,'FT-LE-?EC)
H 56 5279. INEPRT1. PPINCIPLE MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF THE TUG
'FT-L - EC 2
H 57 43217. INEPRT2) PRINCIPLE MOMENTS OF INEPTIA OF THE TUG
.'PT-LE-EC2
H 58: 43448-. INEPT'' PFINCIPLE MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF THE TUG
,FT-LF- EC -
H 59 7.62 FkG:.! ATTITIUDE PO:ITION G3AIN COrNTANT
H 60 146.37 :RKGA2.) ATTITUDE PO, ITI ON AIN CONSTANT
H 61 147. 624 FY'GA' :3. ATTIT iUDE POITION GAIN C-ONSI'TANT
H 62 157.24 FK GO .. , ATTITUDE PATE GAIN CONSTANT
H 63 296.74 FKGO: 2 ATTITUDE PATE GAIN CONSTANT
H E4 2.5.4.: FY'0:, ATTITUDE PATE GAIN CON.TANT
H 6 5 0.0 TAIUT <1: FIP:ST ORDER LAG TIME CONSTANT OF THE TOPO UE, SEC
H 66 . 0 TAUT '2 FIRIT OPDER LAG TIME CONSTANT OF THE TORQUE, SEC
H 67 0.0 TAUT'?' FIP-T OFIDER LAG TIME CON-TANT OF THE TORUE, SEC
H 6S 4. 363E-3 TDEADI':' OhE HALF THE TOTAL DEDErAND :.PD
H 69 4..63E-3 TDEAD,'L OE HALF THE TOTAL DEADIFAND 'PAD)
H 70 4. 6_-. 3E-3 TIEAD i,: ONE HALF THE TOTAL IDEADEa:ND PAD)
H 71 100. TOP'?'I' REACTION CONTROL THPIUT 'LB-E
H 72 100. TORPO 2, FEACTION CONTFOL TH oIT 'LE:,
H 7:3 100. TOPc'' FPEACTION CrONTROL THFRU'T 'LEiS
H 74 6.75 T-RAT'1 PEACTIlON C ONTFOL MOMENT ARM 'FT)
H 75 2. 5_3 TSFT E' PEACTION CONrTPOL MCOIENT APM 'FT)
H 76 2.95:3 TSAT'3) PEACTION CONTPOL MOMENT A M .FT)
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PELATIVE PRES ET FORTRAN PUPPOSE
ADDRESS VALUE NAME
P~ LOT INPUTS
I 1 1 NCA:_E CARE NUMBIPEP TO EE PLOTTED
I 2 9 NUTPUT TYPE OF OUTPUT FLAG
rIUTPUT=9 HAPD COP'," OUTPUT OriL',
NUTPUT=16 tICFROFILM OUTPUT ONLY
NUTPUT=916 BOTH OF THE ABOVE.
I :3 15 NUNIT TAPE UNIT OF INPUT DATA TAFE
I 4 1 IDEP NUMBER OF DEPENDENT 'AF-IAPLE. TO EE PLOTTED.
I 5 0.0 STAR'T :TART OF INDEPENDENT ''AIRTABLE PLOT OUTPUT
I 6 17000. :TOP 3OP OF INDEPENDENT VHPIAFLE PLT OUTPUT
I 7 60. DELTA MIN IMUM X-A:I: INTERVAL EETWEEN -UC:CES::IVELY
PLOTTED DATA FOINhTS. IF DELT==0:.0 ALL DATA POINTS
WITHIN THE DESIRED INTERVAL WILL BE PLOTTED.
I :3 0 IRECTP PROGP M SEG TO BE PLOTTED. THE DATA CALCULATED
LA:-T IU ALRAYS PLOTTED.
IRECTP GREATER THAN ZERO (0c, PLOT: THE DATA
FROM THE .SPECIFIED :ECTION :SEGMENT) OF THE
PROGRAM.
IPECTP EIUAL TO ZERO O' * PLOT:S THE DATA FPOM
ALL SECTI ONS S.EGNENT:S- .
IRECTP=4 PLOT TEPMINAL MANEUL'..,EP
IRECTP=6F PLOT PRCPOT IONAL GUI ANCE
I 9 1 ITYP(1) TYPE OF MATH. MANIPULATION TO BE PEPFORMED
TO OBTAIN THE INDEPENDENT 'v'APIABLE
IT'YP I =1, rO MANIPULATION
ITYP(1=2, ADD V2 TO Vl 'v=V1 + V2
ITYP' 1 )='3 :UBTRACT V2 FROM VI V=V1 - .
ITYP: 1)=49 MULTIPLY V1 BY V2 V=V1 * V2
ITYP' I =5, DIVIDE ' 'I: V=v . V2
I 10-15 1 ITYP( I TYPE OF MATH. MANIP. TO BE PEPF. FOR
I=2-6 DEPENDENT .'VARIABLE, ZPI-E A7 AOFCVE.
I 19 1 LOCi11: IrNDEPENDENT ',.VPIABLE FPOM TABLE
1 20 2 LOCItS:2 FIF-T DEPEriDENT VA4RIABLE FPCM TABLE
1 21-25 0 LOCI,:I) ADDITICONAL DEPENDENT 'VARIARLES FPOM TABLE
I=3-7
THEPE APE IDEP + 1 LOCI'-
A-2L
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FELAT IVE PRPEET FCFTPAN PUFPO-E
ADDRESS 'VALUE NAr(FME
V1 LOCATION TABLE
LOC1 (I .=1 TIME -.EC
LOC I =2 SLANT PANirGE. FT
LOC 1 HI *,=3 RANGE PATE, FT/5.EC
LOC 1( I =4 ELE'VA-TION.EG
LOC(I 3=5 AZIMUTH, [EG
G 160 0 IK: LO:: RATE TO BE PLOTED
0 OR 1=FILTEPED NOI-E
2=UNFILTERED NOI SE
3=PUF:E LOS FATE
LOC1(I =6 LCS- PFTE ELEV. PAD-..EC
LOC1(I..=7 LOS RATTE AZIM., FADi:.EC
RELATIVE TO TUG
LOC1(I'=8 IT RANGE. FT.
LOC I .I=9 CT PRANGE FT.
LOCI)= 10 RAD FRANGE FT
LOC1 I I:= 11 IT VELOCITY, FT/SEC
LOC 1 I I' =12 CT VELOCITY, FT-SEC
LOC 1I -=13 F'AD V.'ELOCITY, FT.:EC
LOC I 14 TOT IMPULS-E REMAININIrG, MAIN TANK
LOC1(I =1 TOTAL IMPULSE REMAING, APS TANK
LOC1(I =17 TOTAL IMPULSE,. ATTITUDE CONTROL
CuBSUYSTEM
G 150 0 IDIMYr.(48J0 :ELECT BOD'' ORD EULEP ANGLES FOR PLOTING
0 IS BODY'i 1 I: EULEP
LOClIl =1-: VEHICLE PITCH ATTITUDE, DEG
LOC 'I =19 EHICLE 'A, ATTITUDE, DEG
LOC1I =20 VEHICLE POLL ATTITUDE, DEG
LOCII I'=21 VEHICLE PITCH RATE. DEG.-SEC
LOC1 1' = VEHICLE 'lal PATE. DEGS.EC
LOC1(I =2:3 VEHICLE POLL 'ATE, DEG- EC
EAPTH CENTERED COORFDINATE SYSTEM
LOC1,I =24 X, FT
LOC I ( 1 ) = 5 FTCC1(I 2 ',, 
LOCI: =26 Z, FT
LOC1(I =27 X PATE, FT/:EC
LOC I. I '=8 ' PATE, FT :-EC
LOC1(I I'=E RA PFTE, FT.:-EC
LOC1I =3 0 ALTITUDE, (N.MI.
LOC 1I I . ARP TPAFN(LATIONPOL THP'US :T NUMEEP
LOC 1 1=32 SLArNT FAHINGE N.MI.
LOC 1 .I=33 INERTIAL VELOC ITY FT- EC
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RELATIVE PPE:IET FORTRAN PUPPOSE
ADDPESS VALUE NAME
I 29-:35 0 LOC':(J) V' LOCATION CORPESPONDING TO ITYP(J'.
IF LOC2(J=0., THEN CC-TNJ: WiILL EE U:-ED R: V2.
.EE V' LOCATION TABLE FOR V2 LOCATION.
I 39-45 0.0 CONST:-J) CONSTANT VALUE TO EE UL.ED AS VS, COPFEPONDING
TO ITYP'<J'
***THE FOLLOIING INPUTS ENABLES SPECIFICATION
OF PLOT :-CALING. NOri OTHER PD JULTMErT IT MADE.)
QMAX AND QMIN SPECIFY THE UPEP AND LCWER
BEOUND:& OF THE Y-A:II*. WHILE MULT ARE INTEGER
MULTIPLICATION FACTO:S.
** THIS PEPFORMS INTEGEr MULTIPLICATION PNIl
FIXED rCALING OF ALL CUPFVES. QMINAND TOMAX
MUST NOW FE SPECIFIED
** IF ALL FACTOP: ARE ZERO SCALING IS OBTAINED
FROM DATA.
1 51-54 "0 MULTI.) MULTIPICATIVE FACTORS FOR SCALING DATA VALUE:S.
IF ANY OF FACTOR: ARE NON-ZER , THEN ALL ZERO
INPUT- APE U:ED A:S UNITY ( 1 i . IF ALL FACTORS
ARE ZEROS THE MULTIPLICATIVE FACTORS ARE COMPUTED.
I 55 0.0 QMIN MINIMUM '-AXIS PLOT SCALING VALUE.
I 56 0.0 QMlAiX MAXIMUM 'AXIS PLOT SCALING VALUE.
** TITLE
I 57-68 TITLE TITLE OF PLOT.
I 70 0 PRINTS MIN. :-:R. AND TIME ON PLOTS IF=1
A-3 0
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